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RittenhouseTown Wrap
by Jocelyn J. Tunney
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FINISHED SIZE
68” wingspan, 25” deep. Note: This triangle wrap is slightly 
asymmetrical - one wing will be slightly longer than the other.

YARN
O-Wool LOCAL (50% certified organic merino, 50% locally grown 
alpaca; 240 yds/219m [100g/3.5 oz]): 3 skeins; shown in Steelhead.

GAUGE
5 repeats of  Lattice Lace Stitch = 4”
Take time to save time, check your gauge.

NEEDLES
Size US 9 (5.5 mm) 36” circular needles. Adjust needle size if  
necessary to obtain the correct gauge.

NOTIONS
Crochet hook to apply fringe
Tapestry needle

ABBREVIATIONS
beg: begin(ning)
BO: bind off  
CO: cast on
k: knit
LH: left-hand
M1: make one; insert the LH ndl from front to back into the 
horizontal strand between the two sts, then knit through the back loop 
of  this stitch.
LB: lift bar; insert the RH ndl from front to back into the horizontal 
strand between the two stitches.
ndl: needle 
p: purl
pLBo: pass lifted bar over
psso: pass slipped stitch over
rem: remain(ing)
RH: right-hand
RS: right side
sl1kwise: slip 1 knitwise; insert RH needle into st as if  to knit, slide 
stitch to RH ndl. 
st(s): stitch(es)
WS: wrong side
yo: yarn over
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STITCH GUIDE
Lattice Lace Stitch (see also chart): 
Row 1 (RS): K1, yo, LB-k2-pLBo, *yo, sl1kwise-k2-psso; rep from * to 
last 3 sts, yo, sl1kwise-k1-M1-psso, yo, k1. [3 sts inc’d]
Row 2: Purl.

Garter Stitch:
Knit all stitches, every row. 

INSTRUCTIONS 
CO 2 sts.

Work set-up rows 0-6 as follows (see also chart):
Set-up Row 0: P2.
Set-up Row 1: K1, yo, k1. [3 sts]
Set-up Row 2: P3.
Set-up Row 3: K1, yo, (LB-k1-M1-pLBo), yo, k1. [6 sts]
Set-up Row 4: P6.
Set-up Row 5: K1, yo, (LB-k2-pLBo), yo, (sl1kwise-k1-M1-psso), yo, 
k1. [9 sts]
Set-up Row 6: P9.

Work Rows 1-2 of  Lattice Lace Stitch 71 times (for approx. 23.75”).

Work 8 rows of  Garter Stitch.

Bind off  loosely.

FINISHING 
Weave in ends. If  you have a reliable gentle cycle on your washing 
machine, machine-wash in cold water and gentle detergent in a lingerie 
bag. If  not, give it a vigorous hand-wash. Block to dimensions and lay flat 
to dry.

Make & apply fringe:
Cut 290 fourteen-inch strands for fringe. When applying fringe, you will 
start and the bottom point of  the triangle. Work your way up one side 
using half  of  your strands, then do the same on the other. You will apply 
one fringe knot per repeat of  the Lattice Lace Stitch (72 fringe knots per 
side, plus the one at the point of  the triangle). 

To apply fringe, fold two strands in half  and grasp firmly at the fold. 
Insert crochet hook from back to front. Hook the yarn at its fold and pull 
through to form a loop. Use the hook to bring the tails of  the strands 
back through the loop. Pull the tails to create a snug knot. Trim fringe to 
make all strands the same length.
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           set-up 5

      set-up 3

set-up 1– RS

LATTICE LACE CHART CHART KEY

set-up 6                      

set-up 4           

set-up 2

set-up 0

1– RS

2
knit on RS, purl on WS

yo

no stitch

     sl1kwise-k2-psso

     sl1kwise-k1-M1-psso     

     LB-k2-pLBo

     LB-k1-M1-pLBo

pattern repeat


